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At the special “virtual” sitting of the Federal Courts held on June 1st last year, I
closed my remarks by inviting those in attendance to conjure up John Lennon and
imagine a future in which the Court’s position as an important national institution
had been strengthened in various ways.

I encourage you all to watch the short video of that presentation. It is only a few
minutes long. You can find it by clicking on the gold bar at the top of the home
page on our website.

Today, I would like to briefly address five challenges confronting the Federal
Court, and what we are doing about them.

But first, for those of you who may not have heard the good news, I am pleased to
share with you that the Court now has nine Associate Judges. This is the new title
of our former prothonotaries, whose title was changed when Bill C-19, an Act to
implement certain provisions of the 2022 Budget, was given Royal Assent late last
week.

Turning now to the challenges confronting the Court, the first concerns the Court’s
ability to attract excellent candidates from across the country. As the Court looks
to the future, it needs to better reflect Canada’s regions and its rich demographic
mosaic, while continuing to be composed of people with exceptional legal skills.
This will be essential to maintaining and promoting public confidence in the Court.

To assist the Court in attracting the best candidates in some of our core areas of
jurisdiction, and to reinforce the Court’s commitment to excellence in those areas,
the Court is launching a pilot project today. This involves the creation of a small
number of chambers of the Court.



In phase 1 of this project, we are establishing a combined chamber for intellectual
property and competition law, as well as distinct chambers for admiralty law and
class actions. If these pilot projects are successful, a small number of additional
chambers may be considered, including in the areas of Aboriginal law and national
security law.

Going further out into the future, it is not difficult to imagine one or more
additional chambers, for example, to deal with a new area of jurisdiction that
Parliament might decide makes sense to allocate to the Court.

This brings me to the second challenge — clarifying the Court’s implied
jurisdiction as well as its ability to provide certain types of remedies to the public.
This includes the Court’s jurisdiction to make formal, generally binding,
constitutional declarations — something that was unexpectedly placed in doubt a
few years ago, in the Windsor Bridge case. It also includes the Court’s jurisdiction
to hear applications for a writ of habeas corpus, beyond the narrow circumstances
specifically provided for in subsection 18(2) of the Federal Courts Act.

The Court will continue to explore how its ability to grant effective remedies, and
to deal with matters that are ancillary to issues that are properly before it, can be
clarified and reinforced, to ensure that the public has efficient access to justice in
the forum of its choice.

A third challenge that will need to be addressed in the more immediate future
involves striking the optimal balance between in-person and remote hearings. As
Chief Justice Wagner observed earlier this month, the courts cannot go back to the
way things were before the pandemic. It behooves us to continue the digital shift
that the COVID-19 pandemic forced us to accelerate.

Among other things, this means identifying which types of proceedings are best
dealt with in person and which would be better heard by videoconference. In this
regard, we announced last week that hearings of three hours or more will be
presumptively scheduled to be heard in person, beginning in September.

For shorter hearings, parties will be given the option to elect their preferred mode
of hearing. There appears to be a lot of enthusiasm for virtual hearings for case
management conferences, straightforward motions and routine immigration



proceedings and other relatively straightforward applications for judicial review.
The efficiencies associated with such hearings are readily apparent. And access to
justice would also seem to be best served by permitting parties to elect their
preferred mode of hearing for those types of matters.

However, given that we have received very few requests for in-person hearings
over the last two years, we have had to actively encourage greater use of in-person
hearings for other types of matters.

In a nutshell, it would not be in the long-term interest of the Court, or indeed
justice in general, for the Court to become primarily a video court. So, the Court
will be vigilant in ensuring that an appropriate balance between in-person and
videoconference hearings is achieved.

Of course, we will also continue to be open to hybrid hearings. Generally speaking,
these are in-person hearings in which one or more witnesses, or perhaps even legal
counsel, participate remotely. We are diligently working to ensure that the
equipment necessary to facilitate these types of hearings is deployed in a greater
number of our courtrooms across the country.

Consolidating the digital gains that have been achieved over the last two years also
means reinforcing the transition away from paper by continuing to encourage the
use of electronic records, within in-person hearings. This is something that is
addressed in a practice direction that we issued last week.

The fourth challenge I want to briefly address concerns the appropriate balance
between working at the office and working from home.

One of the unexpected consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic was that it
became apparent that some types of tasks traditionally performed in an office
environment could be performed reasonably well at home. This has led many
employers to start offering prospective recruits the ability to work entirely or
largely at home, even as public restrictions are lifted.

This new reality is forcing the courts to become more flexible in how we work
with law clerks, judicial assistants, registry staff, IT staff and others. This exercise



is complicated by the varied nature of the tasks performed by these different
support groups.

Fortunately, the initial path forward is coming into focus. A plan is emerging that
will provide the flexibility needed to retain valued staff, while permitting the Court
to recapture many of the synergies that were lost when most staff were working
primarily from home.

Finally, a fifth challenge that needs to be addressed concerns our administrative
structure. As noted in our 2020-2025 Strategic Plan, the Courts Administration
Service has been consistently and significantly under-funded. This unacceptably
encroaches upon the Court’s independence. Accordingly, we will work towards
ensuring that some checks and balances are included in the budget process. We
will also continue to press for a review of CAS’s mandate. In my view, this is long
overdue. The four national courts supported by CAS are independent and distinct
entities that have different challenges, priorities, and needs. The interests of the
Federal Court would be best served by a new approach to providing its
administrative services.

Thank you.




